5 Tips to make your NNI (TTSH) visit easier

1. Keep your phone or identity card handy
All patients and visitors must register at the entrance of Tan Tock Seng Hospital (TTSH) and again before entering NNI clinics. This makes it easier for contact tracing if needed.

2. Come with one person
Only one person can accompany a patient for appointments. This is to prevent crowding in clinics and ensure safe distancing. If you need help during your visit please ask a member of staff.

3. Arriving by bus or train? Allow extra time
The TTSH entrances closest to Novena MRT and nearby bus stops can be busy, so allow extra time for registration.

4. Coming by taxi? Drop-off at TTSH Ward Block
Ask the driver to drop you off at TTSH Ward Block entrance as it is closer to NNI and less busy than the other entrances.

5. Driving? Park at B3 or B4 near Lift Lobby C
Lift Lobby C is currently the only lift lobby in use at TTSH’s Basement 3 and Basement 4 car parks. It is in the Atrium Block section of the car park.

Disabled parking available at B3 next to Lift Lobby C at parking zones N8, P8 and P11.